
Using a combination of our clients’ experience in the meat processing industry and our expertise 

in developing innovative solutions, Datex has created a new software module that combines 

increased visibility and tracking with flexible measurement and manufacturing processes. The 
result is a specialized manufacturing module perfect for the meat processing industry built from 

the ground up.
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Quality Control and Lot Control
Lot track and trace

Lot track and trace by ingredient down to production 

line

Tracks certification and compliance of finished product 
and ingredients

Capable of placing products on multiple holds for 

testing, inspections and quarantine

Lot product weight, production date expiration

Categorization of finished product and ingredients
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Production
Multiple units of measure

Ability to track components and supplies throughout 

processing

Ability to monitor labor, scraps and components

RF functionality for finished products

Catch weight management, including the ability to 

capture variable net and gross weight production 

variances

Bar code parsing and the ability to generate embedded 

barcodes

Bill for services rendered (production handling and 

storage)

Can report on any data captured

Capable of creating WIP (work in progress 

subassembly)

Flexible ad hoc reporting capabilities using drag and 

drop

Interfaces into scales, conveyor systems and fixed 
scanners

Why many consider Datex FootPrint to 
be among the very best:

Flexible and scalable: state-of-the-art Microsoft .NET 
technology to create a highly flexible system that is 
easy toupgrade and scalable, perfect for the needs of 

dynamic businesses.

Tier 1 functionality at a Tier 2 price: enjoy advanced 
functionality without the excessive expense

Your report, your way: Non-technical users can 
create customized reports, saving businesses costly 

professional

fees.

Easy to use, learn and master: based on a familiar user 
interface, the look and “feel” of FootPrint immediately

makes users feel comfortable and more confident

US based customer support team: specializing in 

providing personalized attention to ensure the ongoing

success of your business

Why your business needs Datex FootPrint® WMS:

Real time 24/7/365 manufacturing and warehouse 
information available for you to make critical business

decisions

Single system ensures business continuity, increases 

user adoption & decreases errors

Detailed tracking of products, ingredients and more 

saves labor and time, helps ensure product freshness 

and facilitates product turnover and shipment

Workflow driven system increases business accuracy 
and customer satisfaction

No costly updates; our updates are included with 
annual maintenance plans

Highly skilled customer support team ensures that 

your business receives the time and attention it needs 

to make your business successful


